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Part 1: Open to the Public

REPORT OF STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE

TO LEAD MEMBER FOR PLANNING AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

ON 12TH MAY 2020

TITLE: 
THE HIGHWAY DRAINAGE INVESTMENT PROGRAMME (DIP) 2019/20 
AND THE CULVERT INVESTMENT PROGRAMME (CIP) 2020/21

RECOMMENDATIONS:
That the Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable Development approves 
the proposed programme of work for the Highway Drainage Investment 
Programme (DIP) 2020/21 and the Culvert Investment Programme (CIP) for 
2020/21 as outlined in the report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The financial provision for the Highway Drainage Investment Programme for 
2020/21 and the Culvert Investment Programme for 2020/21 has been 
confirmed as £273,000 (£200,000 and £73,000 respectively).  The budget 
apportionments given in the report and detailed within the background 
document outline the 2020/21 scheme proposals as part of the ongoing rolling 
programme of drainage repair works.  The works identified for inclusion within 
the Culvert Investment Programme are also outlined in the report.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:

KEY DECISION: No 
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DETAILS:

1. The Highway Drainage Investment Programme

1.1 Initial surveys and investigations into the condition of the highway drainage 
infrastructure identified many defective gullies and connections. The cause of 
many of these defects is attributed to damaged pipe work, which over time has 
allowed water to erode the carriageway foundation and cause failures. The 
repairs required usually consist of a small excavation to expose and repair the 
damaged sections of pipe work followed by backfill and reinstatement.  

1.2 To date 5,897 of these defects have been addressed as summarised below in      
Table 1

Neighbourhood

Blocked 
gullies 
cleared with 
concentrated 
jetting & 
cleansing

Number of 
covers lifted 
and greased 
following 
concentrated 
effort.

Gully 
Connection 
Repairs

New 
Gully 
Pots 
installed

New 
Gully 
Covers 
installed

General 
Drainage 
Repairs Totals

Irlam & 
Cadishead 377 75 70 25 60 49 656
Claremont & 
Weaste 190 165 30 87 135 36 643

Swinton 226 179 60 375 57 57 954
Ordsall & 
Langworthy 281 100 41 152 75 41 690

East Salford 143 128 57 188 159 22* 697
Walkden & Little 
Hulton 295 126 85 268 54 88 916
Worsley & 
Boothstown 228 91 48 270 45 52 734

Eccles 205 122 30 66 83 49 555
 Unscheduled 
(all 
Neighbourhoods)      52 52
       Total 5,897

Table 1 – Summary of gully and connection repairs completed to March 2020

* figure does not include the additional Broughton Flood Zone- 44 90 litre pots installed at 
Broughton Lane in 2018/19
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1.3 The capital funding allocation for highway drainage structural maintenance      
during 2020/21 has been confirmed as £200,000. 

Work Element (£) Total (£)
Drainage Investment Programme
General Drainage Repairs:

Direct Works Cost £161,773
Depot Overheads (23.63%) £38,227 £38,227

Total Construction Costs £200,000.00

Total Budget for programme £200,000.00
Table 2 – proposed apportionment of DIP allocation for 2020/21.

1.4 The rolling programme of repairs will continue during 2020/21 to reduce the 
identified backlog of repairs. Details are as shown in Table 3 below.  The 
programme has been prioritised using a risk-based approach to ensure that the 
worst areas of flooding and structural defects are addressed first. The 
programme has been identified in response to the following criteria:

 where flooding affects, or is likely to affect property;

 locations adjacent to well used footways;

 where standing water is at critical turning or braking points; and

 where flooding is frequent and has been persistent for some years.

1.5      The proposed programme of work is highlighted in Table 3 below:

Neighbourhood General Highway Drainage Repairs

Claremont & Weaste 0

East Salford 1

Eccles 5

Irlam & Cadishead 8

Ordsall & Langworthy 1

Swinton 27

Walkden & Little Hulton 23

Worsley & Boothstown 0

Grand Total 65

  Table 3 Proposed work 2020/21
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1.6 The figures in Table 3 are indicative based on the work identified, actual 
schemes will vary in value and actual numbers will be presented through the 
briefing notes presented to Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable 
Development  . The total numbers completed will be dependant upon what 
transpires following excavations carried out.

1.7 As the Drainage Improvement Programme (DIP) continues, works will be 
extended to improve the integrity of collector systems by de-silting and 
improving capacity where possible.

1.8 A further reserve will be held in the account to address any unforeseen drainage 
issues that may occur within the 2020/21 financial year.  

2. The Highway Culvert Investment Programme

2.1 The capital allocation for highway culvert structural maintenance during 2020/21 
has been confirmed as £73,000.

2.2 Culverted watercourses are surface watercourses that have been piped, usually 
under highways, driveways or housing developments.  Where a culvert passes 
under an adopted highway, the responsibility for its maintenance lies with 
Salford City Council.

2.3 Over the last six years a series of surveys have been undertaken so as to 
establish the structural condition of the culverts within the remit of Salford City 
Council. The derived condition data has assisted in identifying locations where 
pro-active repairs are recommended in order to reduce the future likelihood of 
collapses, blockages and localised flooding. This is especially the case where 
capacity has been restricted by excessive silting or where “flag topped” culverts 
were in evidence as this type of construction is known to be prone to collapse 
without warning and has previously placed a heavy burden on the revenue 
account.

2.4 A list of priority repairs has been compiled, largely determined by the condition 
indices derived from the surveys, but also weighted to take into account the 
location, likelihood of flooding incidents and previous performance history. 
Repairs have been undertaken over the curse of previous years within the 
Culvert Investment Programme.  

2.5 Currently, feedback from our operational staff has been sought. This has  
highlighted a number of culverts where access is restricted for maintenance 
purposes. In addition, there are also a number of culverts where access can be 
gained by unauthorised persons which has led to fly tipping. This activity could 
potentially lead to flooding issues. It is proposed that the following work outlined 
in Tables 4 and 5 below, be carried out during 2020/21.
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Ward Water Course Works Required

Various Various

Culvert Safety and access improvement, 
Flood prevention (de-silting works, 
vegetation clearance and further CCTV 
survey works to review culvert condition

 Table 4 - Proposed Programme of Culvert Safety/Access Improvement Works. Specific 
schemes shall be published within the monthly Lead Member Briefing notes

2.6 A summary of estimated costs is shown below in Table 5 below.

Scheme (£) Total (£)
Culvert Safety, Access Improvement & Flood Prevention

Direct Works Cost £40,443
Depot Overheads (23.63%) £9,557 £9,557

Total Works Costs £50,000

CCTV Survey and de-silting works.

                                     Direct Works Cost                             £18,604
Depot Overheads (23.63%) £4396 £4,396

Total Works Costs £23,000

Total Budget for programme £73,000.00
Table 5 - proposed apportionment of CIP allocation 2020/21

2.7 Schemes and budget estimates are being prepared using currently available 
survey data. Identified schemes will be prioritised for inclusion in the programme 
of work and will be included in the Highway Investment Programme / Drainage 
Investment Programme briefing notes through the coming year.

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: 
Enhancing Life in Salford, Think Efficiency, Improving the Environment
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EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:

There are no adverse implications relating to equality issues. A well maintained 
highway drainage system makes it easier for less able bodied and visually 
impaired people, to move around the City.  The scheme proposals as outlined 
have been made in an attempt to ensure the continued safe movement of the 
travelling public. A community equality impact assessment has been completed 
and concludes that the proposals will have a positive impact on communities.

___________________________________________________________________

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: 
Medium – It is important that the existing highway drainage and culvert 
infrastructure improvements continue in order to ensure that surface flooding is 
minimised and that the capacity of existing systems is maximised, especially in 
view of the recent weather conditions that have been experienced within the 
City.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Tony Hatton, Azra Fuhreen, Legal Services 
0161 219 6323

Date 27th April 2019

The Council as highway authority has a number of statutory duties and powers in 
relation to flooding matters on highways maintainable at the public expense. The 
Highway Authority must take such care in all the circumstances as is reasonably 
required to ensure that the highway is not dangerous for traffic and for the public. On 
highways liable to flooding to a considerable depth, the authority has a duty to provide 
graduated posts or stones indicating the depth of water covering the highway where it 
is considered necessary or desirable. The Council also has a duty to remove 
obstructions arising from snow, from falling down of banks/landslides on the side of the 
highway, or from any other cause.

The Council has undertaken recent surveys and investigation of the highways drainage 
systems and identified a prioritised programme of repairs to ensure that the worst areas 
of flooding and structural defects are addressed first. Similarly the culverts for which it 
is responsible have undergone surveys leading to prioritised repairs according to the 
future likelihood of collapses, blockages, and flooding, whilst considering also location 
and previous history.

The proposals in the report for DIP and CIP will assist the Council in complying with 
these duties and strengthen the Council’s position in establishing a defence to any 
associated potential 3rd party claims by demonstrating that there is in place a 
sufficiently robust regime to undertake structural repairs and maintenance of highways 
and culvert drainage schemes.

Depending on the value of the works to be undertaken as part of the DIP and/or CIP, 
Urban Vision may be instructed to carry out such works under the terms of the 
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Development Services Partnering Agreement, or Council may appoint contractors 
following a mini competition exercise from its framework agreement for Civil and 
Highways Engineering. Should the value of any such works exceed £150,000, a 
separate report will need to be presented to Procurement Board for decision.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
Alison Woods, Finance Officer, (Capital), Tel. 925 1135 

Date: 27th April 2020

There is sufficient funding within the approved 2020/21 Highways Capital 
Investment programme, to fund the £200,000 works identified for the Drainage 
Improvement Programme and the £73,000 works identified for the Culvert 
Improvement Programme.

All expenditure should be closely monitored to ensure that these schemes are 
delivered within the allocated resources.

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Tom Woods, Procurement 
Officer  686 6296

Date 29th April 2020

A contract is currently in place with a drainage supplier to provide the Drainage 
and Culvert Investment Programmes. The contract was awarded by Urban 
Vision Partnership Limited and novated over to Salford City Council.

HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:

There are no HR implications associated with this report
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CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Matthew Ryan Strategic 
Drainage Engineer 779 4050, on behalf of Michael Hemmingway Principal Officer 
Climate Change

The Drainage and Culvert Investment Programme seeks to ensure that the efficiency 
of the highway and culvert drainage systems is optimised. This will reduce the flooding 
impact and flooding incidents which will protect against the consequences of extreme 
weather conditions.

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:

Place- Environment

CONTACT OFFICER: Steve Mangan TEL NO: 0161 603 4034

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: ALL


